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Abstract
We formulate a kinematical extension of Double Field Theory on a 2d-dimen-
sional para-Hermitian manifold (P, η, ω) where the O(d, d) metric η is supplemented
by an almost symplectic two-form ω. Together η and ω define an almost bi-
Lagrangian structureK which provides a splitting of the tangent bundle TP = L⊕L˜
into two Lagrangian subspaces. In this paper a canonical connection and a corre-
sponding generalised Lie derivative for the Leibniz algebroid on TP are constructed.
We find integrability conditions under which the symmetry algebra closes for gen-
eral η and ω, even if they are not flat and constant. This formalism thus provides
a generalisation of the kinematical structure of Double Field Theory. We also show
that this formalism allows one to reconcile and unify Double Field Theory with
Generalised Geometry which is thoroughly discussed.
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1 Introduction
The notion of spacetime geometry used in the context of general relativity is based on
four elements (M, [·, ·], g,∇): a set of points M equipped with a differentiable structure,
which is encoded into the Lie bracket on the tangent bundle [·, ·] : Γ(Λ2(TM))→ Γ(TM);
a metric g ∈ Γ(T ∗M ⊗ T ∗M), which gives us a notion of distance between points; and
a compatible torsionless connection ∇ : Γ(TM) → Γ(TM ⊗ T ∗M) which defines a no-
tion of parallel transport. The data (M, [·, ·]) which encodes the underlying structure
of spacetime and the symmetry of the theory by infinitesimal diffeomorphisms, will be
referred to as the kinematical component of the geometry, since in the usual formulation
of gravity it is given from the onset and is not subject to any dynamics. The data (g,∇)
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will be referred to as the dynamical component; in the Einsteinian picture, this com-
ponent is subject to the dynamics encoded into the choice of an action invariant under
diffeomorphisms that fixes the torsion to be zero and determines the Ricci component of
the curvature.
By the generalisation of geometry we mean a structure that generalises both its kine-
matics (M, [·, ·]) and dynamics (g,∇). The purpose of this paper is to focus on the
generalisation of the kinematics while a companion paper [1] focuses on the generalisa-
tion of the dynamics. As we will see, one of the main components of our results is that
the kinematics itself when properly generalised is encoded into geometrical elements de-
noted by (η, ω). This opens up a radically new possibility: the kinematical structure of
spacetime itself might be subject to a dynamical selection rule.
The construction presented here is profoundly motivated by the study of effective
string geometries. It is now well established that the arena of several novel formulations
of string theory and quantum gravity is a mathematical space denoted by P which is
locally given by P ≃ M × M˜ with spacetime denoted by M . This is the doubled space
of Double Field Theory (DFT) [2–6], it has twice the number of dimensions of spacetime
and it is seen as a target space for the string, its coordinates are a combination of
spacetime and winding coordinates. This new picture has in particular allowed to deepen
our understanding of flux compactifications [7–10] and it has also quite remarkably led us
to an understanding of the constraints of supergravity purely from geometrical argument
and without the need of supersymmetry [11–13]. Recently, the correspondence between
the string target and the effective description has been revisited in the context of a duality
symmetric formulation of string theory called metastring theory. A key element of this
description has been to establish that the doubled space P of DFT is in fact a phase
space carrying a symplectic structure [14–16]. The presence of this structure radically
modifies the interpretation of the effective string geometry [17]. This has been used to
show that at the quantum level the string target can be thought of as a non-commutative
manifold [18].
The key geometrical elements entering the construction of DFT [19, 20] are a flat
O(d, d) metric1 denoted η and a generalised metric H which provides an O(d) × O(d)
structure on the generalised tangent bundle in the Euclidean case, or O(1, d−1)×O(1, d−
1) in the Lorentzian case. The metric η encodes the kinematical structure of DFT while H
encodes its dynamics. These two geometrical structures satisfy a compatibility condition
which follows from the T-duality symmetry and imposes that H is an element of the
coset space O(d, d)/O(d)×O(d). In order to write this relation, let us recall that we can
think of (η,H) as (2, 0) tensors or as maps TP → T ∗P, in which case we denote them
1An O(d, d) metric is a neutral metric with split signature (+ · · ·+,− · · ·−).
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by (ηˆ, Hˆ). Defining a chiral structure J := ηˆ−1Hˆ ∈ End(TP), the compatibility between
η and H is expressed as the condition
J2 = +1, JT ηˆJ = ηˆ . (1.1)
One of the central ingredients of DFT is the idea that the notion of diffeomorphism
symmetries acting on the spacetime M is unified with the B-field gauge transformations
into a generalisation of diffeomorphisms acting on the doubled space P. At the infinites-
imal level this action is given by the Dorfman derivative LX . This is a generalisation of
the notion of Lie derivative – labeled by a vector X ∈ Γ(TP) – which acts on tensors
in P [21]. By construction, this generalised Lie derivative preserves the neutral metric:
LXη = 0.
Unlike the usual Lie derivative, the Dorfman derivative defines an infinitesimal trans-
formation that does not integrate to a group action in general. In order to overcome this
limitation, the strategy used in double field theory is to restrict the space of vector fields
and tensors on which the generalised Lie derivative acts, and demand that they satisfy
the so-called section condition . In the simplest cases the section condition imposes that
η(Φ) = η(ΦΦ
′) = 0 for all fields and their products, where η = η
AB∂A∂B . When
acting on tensor fields that satisfy the section condition, and for vector fields that also
satisfy the section condition, it can be shown that the Dorfman derivative satisfies the Ja-
cobi identity [LX ,LY ]Φ = L[[X,Y ]]Φ (where the bracket [[·, ·]] is the Courant bracket obtain
by skew-symmetrisation of the Dorfman derivative) and in this case it therefore defines a
notion of symmetry. This symmetry can in turn be used to constrain the form of stringy
gravitational actions without the need of supersymmetry [11–13]. One of the main chal-
lenges of this approach is to find a consistent mathematical description of the section
condition that translates directly into an underlying choice of a geometrical structure.
A separate but related development – also aiming at describing geometrical entities
relevant to the geometry of string theory – is an approach that does not have the previous
issue; this is the field of Generalised Geometry (GG). This field originates from the
attempts of Courant, Weinstein [22] and Dorfman [23] to unify the Dirac formalism [24]
of symplectic reduction with the formalism of Poisson reduction by first and second class
constraints. This was later also studied by Courant [25], who introduced a bracket,
which is the skew-symmetrisation of the Dorfman Lie derivative. The construction was
subsequently generalised by Liu, Weinstein and Xu [26]. This led to the construction of
the notion of a Leibniz algebroid2 [27].
In the approach of generalised geometry, the spacetime manifold M is not doubled
2Equivalently known as Courant algebroid.
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and instead the tangent bundle overM is generalised. In the simplest case (see [28,29] for
more general examples) it is promoted to the double tangent bundle TM := TM ⊕T ∗M .
The advantage of this approach is that there is no need to impose a section condition
since the base manifold is unchanged to begin with. The generalised tangent bundle
naturally carries a symmetric pairing 〈·, ·〉+ which descends from the canonical pairing of
forms and vectors
〈(x, α), (y, β)〉+ := α(y) + β(x), x, y ∈ Γ(TM), α, β ∈ Γ(T
∗M) . (1.2)
This symmetric pairing of GG plays a role analogous to the flat metric η of DFT. This
bundle TM also carries a Dorfman derivative that generalises the Lie derivative and is
defined by
L(x,α)(y, β) = ([x, y],Lxβ − iydα). (1.3)
This derivative generates a group of transformations without the need of additional con-
straints. This kinematical structure can then be augmented by a generalised metric H
which is a pairing on TM .
Despite the many successes of both the DFT and GG approaches, there are still some
unsatisfactory aspects that motivate us to go beyond the state of the art. Starting from
DFT, it has been noted that locally the section condition forces the fields to depend on
only half the coordinates. However, there is not a unique solution to this constraint,
i.e. there is no geometrical information that reveals which half of the coordinates the
fields depend on. In other words, which submanifold of P serves as the base M for the
generalised geometry TM . This freedom of choice makes DFT in a sense undetermined.
This would suggest that GG is therefore the proper mathematical expression of string
geometry since it does not contain any undeterminations. However, from the point of
view of string theory, the main reason to expect a generalisation of geometry is the T-
duality symmetry. The stringy expression of T-duality in terms of sigma models suggests
that T-duality is a map from M (which appears in the large R limit of compactified
strings) onto a dual manifold M˜ (which appears in the small R limit of compactified
strings), i.e. a symmetry that exchanges the base of the generalised bundle. The action
of changing the base manifold can eventually be implemented in DFT since M is viewed
as a subspace (or a quotient space) of P, but it cannot be accommodated in GG since
there the base is fixed. At best we can implement an O(d, d) transformation on the fibers
TM in lieu of a T-duality transformation, but this does not express the profound change
of geometrical structure inherent to T-duality symmetry3.
To summarise, we see that DFT can accommodate some aspects of T-duality sym-
3We now understand that this change requires non-commutative geometry [18, 30].
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metry but is mathematically undetermined, while GG is mathematically sound but does
not provide a geometrically satisfying description of T-duality. It is therefore of utmost
importance to understand what extra geometrical data enables generalised geometry to
be embedded inside double field theory in order to eventually allow a mathematical char-
acterisation of T-duality in the context of GG.
One of the key ingredients in the resolution of this puzzle has been revealed in the
study of metastring theory [15, 16] and in the corresponding modular spacetime that
represents its effective geometry [17]. The metastring theory is a formulation of string
theory in which T-duality symmetry is manifest. The central question that has been
investigated in these works is what type of generalisation of target space geometry al-
lows to encapsulate stringy phenomena. It has been found that the proper geometrical
concept generalising the notion of spacetime is the idea of modular spacetime which is
fundamentally quantum [17, 31]. At the classical level, this translates into the fact that
modular spacetimes can be viewed as a non-trivial line bundle over a Born geometry [14]
that constitutes the classical geometrical expression of the quantum string geometry.
The main point – which is in total agreement with DFT – is that the string target
space is a doubled space. The key element that differentiates the Born geometry from
the doubled space of DFT is the fact that this target space should be interpreted at
the classical level as a dynamical phase space of string probes combining spacetime and
energy-momentum space. The presence of a dynamical symplectic form ω in addition to
the DFT geometrical elements (η,H) completes the picture and allows one to connect
the generalised geometrical concepts with concepts in non-commutative geometry [18].
This means that the kinematics of the metastring target space P is encoded in the
pair (η, ω), where η is a neutral metric and ω is a non-degenerate two-form. These satisfy
a compatibility condition which can be stated as follows. The operator K := ηˆ−1ω ∈
End(TP) defines an almost product structure compatible with η, i.e.
K2 = +1, KT ηˆK = −ηˆ. (1.4)
In other words, the data (P, η, ω) is an almost para-Hermitian manifold. As shown
in [18] this para-Hermitian structure is essential in order to construct the string vertex
operators. This implies that the tangent bundle decomposes as TP = L ⊕ L˜ where
L is a distribution defined to be the eigenspace of K with eigenvalue +1 and L˜ is the
complementary distribution with eigenvalue −1. Both L and L˜ are null, η|L = 0 and
Lagrangian, ω|L = 0.
The key difference between the metastring target space and the DFT realm is twofold.
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First, in Born geometry we do not assume η to be flat4 and we also do not assume ω
to be closed. Moreover, the compatible two-form ω and the associated Lagrangians L
and L˜ provide exactly the extra geometrical structure needed to implement the section
condition geometrically. In other words, promoting P to a para-Hermitian manifold is
what is needed in order to generalise the kinematical structure of DFT and formalise the
section condition. This is what we intend to prove.
Accordingly, the goal of this paper is also twofold: on one hand, we are going to show
that we can generalise the notion of the Dorfman derivative even when η is curved. The
only condition that we will impose is the integrability of the distribution L. On the other
hand, we are going to show that the extra para-Hermitian structure ω is exactly what
is needed in order to connect the kinematical part of Born geometry to an extension of
generalised geometry. In other words, we are going to describe how to unify DFT with
GG. In summary, the key results of this paper are:
• The proposition that para-Hermitian geometry encoded into the pair (η, ω) and
satisfying a new type of closure and integrability conditions is the proper geometrical
structure that allows to formulate DFT on a manifold with curved η (cf. [34]). We
also include key examples along the way and show that the usual DFT naturally
lives on a flat para-Ka¨hler manifold.
• A generalisation of the Dorfman derivative for curved η in DFT based on a canonical
para-Hermitian connection that generalises the Levi-Civita connection and a proof
that it satisfies the Jacobi identity under our closure and integrability conditions.
• An extension of the realm of generalised geometry to foliations associated with the
para-Hermitian geometry that allows us to construct an isomorphism between the
DFT and GG frameworks. Under this isomorphism the generalised Lie derivatives
of DFT and GG can be identified.
Most of the works on GG and DFT have so far not considered the presence of the extra
almost symplectic structure ω – which gives the more reduced structure group GL(d) as
we will see – and the key geometrical role it plays5. One notable exception is in the work
of Hull [37] who formalised the geometry of non-geometric vacua in terms of a flat Born
geometry. The other important exception is the work of Vaisman [38, 39] who was the
first to recognise that the relationship between GG and DFT hinges on a para-Hermitian
or a para-Ka¨hler structure. We would also like to draw attention to the earlier work
of Alvarez [40, 41] on target space duality in the context of symplectic manifolds. Our
4For a different approach to DFT on curved spaces, namely on group manifolds, see [32, 33].
5More general approaches to graded symplectic manifolds in the context of doubled spaces can be
found in [35, 36].
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work can be viewed as an extension of these pioneering works profoundly inspired by the
metastring formulation of string theory [16].
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides a concise re-
view of the generalised geometry and double field theory approaches. In Section 3 the
almost symplectic form ω is introduced to give a formulation in terms of almost para-
Hermitian or almost para-Ka¨hler manifolds. A discussion on integrability is also included
and the concepts of L-para-Hermitian and L-para-Ka¨hler manifolds are introduced. In
Section 4 the generalisation of the kinematics of the doubled space is presented by con-
structing a generalisation of the Dorfman derivative and finding suitable connection on
the para-Hermitian manifold. This section contains our main theorem which states that
our generalisation of the Dorfman derivative satisfies the Jacobi identity on an L-para-
Hermitian manifold. In Section 5 the relation of this construction to generalised geometry
is made precise by constructing an explicit isomorphism between them and showing that
this isomorphism identifies the two notions of generalised Lie derivatives. Lastly, the
appendix contains technical details and computations to supplement the main text.
2 Lightning Reviews of GG and DFT Kinematics
Before embarking onto an extension of generalised geometry and double field theory to
the case when η is curved, we will review the main geometrical elements of both GG and
DFT, restricting our summary to the kinematical aspects. We then outline how the two
(a priori different) setups can be related in the proposed framework. More details on this
interplay formulated in the language of algebroid structures will be given in [42].
2.1 Review of the Generalised Geometry Setup
In generalised geometry the central object of study is the doubled bundle TM := TM ⊕
T ∗M over a manifold M . This bundle is equipped with a symmetric pairing described as
follows: given two sections X = (x, α) and Y = (y, β) of TM , it is given by
η(X, Y ) = ιxβ + ιyα, (2.1)
where ιx denotes the interior product. The doubled bundle TM is also equipped with
a natural generalisation of the Lie derivative of TM , the so-called Dorfman bracket or
generalized Lie derivative
L(x,α)(y, β) = ([x, y],Lxβ − ιydα), (2.2)
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where Lx denotes the usual Lie derivative along x. There is also a natural projection
π : TM → TM given by π(x, α) = x. Using this, we find that the three structures
(η, π,L) interplay in a natural way. First, L is compatible with η through π
π(z, γ)[η((x, α), (y, β))] = η(L(z,γ)(x, α), (y, β)) + η((x, α),L(z,γ)(y, β)) . (2.3)
Second, L and π satisfy the anchoring property
π(L(x,α)(y, β)) = Lxy = [π(x, α), π(y, β)] . (2.4)
Third, L is normalised with respect to η
η(L(x,α)(x, α), (y, β)) =
1
2
π(y, β)[η((x, α), (x, α))] . (2.5)
In addition, L satisfies the Jacobi identity
[L(x,α),L(y,β)] = LL(x,α)(y,β). (2.6)
The four properties above define a so-called Leibniz (or Courant) algebroid on TM .
2.2 Review of the Double Field Theory Setup
In double field theory we start with a C-bracket defined on the doubled space P = M×M˜
[[X, Y ]]∂ := ∂XY − ∂YX +
1
2
(θ(Y,X)− θ(X, Y )), (2.7)
where we have introduced the vector θA(X, Y ) := ηABη(X, ∂BY )
6. The tangent bundle
TP splits as TP = TM ⊕ TM˜ := L⊕ L˜.
The space P is equipped with a flat non-degenerate metric η such that the distribution
L and L˜ are isotropic with respect to η. If (xµ, x˜µ) are local coordinates of P, such that
xµ and x˜µ are coordinates on M and M˜ , respectively, η can be written as
η = dxµ ⊗ dx˜µ + dx˜µ ⊗ dx
µ. (2.8)
The transition functions between coordinate patches that preserve these flat coordinates
6In the O(d, d) index notation used in DFT, the C-bracket reads
([[X,Y ]]∂)A = XB(∂BY )
A − Y B(∂BX)
A +
1
2
ηABηCD
(
(∂BX)
CY D − (∂BY )
CXD
)
.
The vector θA(X,Y ) captures the difference to the ordinary Lie bracket and is therefore expressible in
terms of the Y-tensor of DFT [43]: θA(X,Y ) = Y ABCDX
C∂BY
D.
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belong to O(d, d). The generalised Lie derivative, whose skew-symmetrization gives the
C-bracket, is given by
L∂XY = ∂XY − ∂YX + θ(Y,X). (2.9)
This generalized Lie derivative L∂XY does not, however, satisfy the Jacobi identity. The
Jacobiator capturing this failure is defined for any generalised Lie derivative L by (cf.
Definition 8 and Appendix B)
J(X, Y, Z,W ) = η([LX ,LY ]Z,W )− η(LLXYZ,W ), (2.10)
and an explicit computation shows that for the generalized Lie derivative L∂ in (2.9) we
have
J∂(X, Y, Z,W ) = η(θ(Z,X), θ(W,Y ))− η(θ(Z, Y ), θ(W,X))− η(θ(Y,X), θ(W,Z)) .(2.11)
The usual way to satisfy the Jacobi identity [6,13] in double field theory is to restrict
the vector fields by imposing the section condition, which implies ηAB∂A∂B = 0 and hence
ηABθ
AθB = 0 and J∂ = 0. This construction is not canonical and from a geometrical
perspective rather ad-hoc.
A more fruitful approach is to impose the restriction on the type of generalised Lie
derivative one allows. Let us first adapt our notation by generalising (2.9) to any metrical
connection ∇ as first developed by Vaisman [38],
L∇XY = ∇XY −∇YX + θ∇(Y,X), (2.12)
where now θ∇(Y,X) is defined such that η(Z, θ∇(Y,X)) := η(Y,∇ZX). Given two com-
plementary projectors P, P˜ : TP → TP, such that ImP and Im P˜ are maximally isotropic
with respect to η, the tangent bundle splits as TP = ImP ⊕ Im P˜ . We can then decom-
pose the covariant derivative as ∇ = D + D˜ where DX := ∇P (X) and D˜X := ∇P˜ (X).
Accordingly, this gives a decomposition of the generalised Lie derivative in terms of the
projected Lie derivatives
L∇XY = L
D
XY + L
D˜
XY. (2.13)
Coming back to the DFT setting, where ∇ = ∂, one can check that the Jacobiators for
the projected generalized Lie derivatives JD and J D˜ identically vanish. For JD, this is a
result of the following facts:
• the curvature of ∂ vanishes
• the map P is an anchor of LD, i.e. P (LDXY ) = [P (X), P (Y )]
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• the vector θD belongs to KerP , i.e. P (θD) = 0.
Similar statements hold for J D˜.
We can see that the splitting (2.13) corresponds in this setup to imposing the section
condition. However, the fields are still unrestricted, but the projected generalized Lie
derivatives only “see” the dependence on half the coordinates. This approach is more ge-
ometrically appealing because of the fact that the fields remain unrestricted and different
solutions of the section condition can still be recovered by choosing different splittings7
of TP.
2.3 Relationship between GG and DFT
We have seen above that while in generalized geometry one extends the fibre directions
to get TM , in DFT the base is extended to give P = M × M˜ . Even though the bundles
of interest, namely TM and TP, have the same rank, the dimensions of the underlying
manifolds do not match. To relate the two setups, one needs to find a way to “reduce”
the base P to get a half-dimensional base M . Intuitively, this could be seen as one of the
reasons why the section condition of DFT needs to be imposed, but as we have explained
in the previous discussion, this has to be spelled out more carefully.
Let us now consider the following construction. Starting with TP, the tangent bundle
of a 2d-dimensional manifold, we introduce a splitting into two rank d distributions L and
L˜ such that TP = L⊕ L˜. If one of the distributions is integrable (say, L, without loss of
generality), we get a foliation F of P, such that TF = L is the integrable subdistribution.
F is a d-dimensional manifold which is bijectively identified with P [44–46]. It is given
by the union of leaves F =
∐
[p]M[p] . We can now view TP as a rank 2d bundle over the
d-dimensional foliation manifold F , which provides us with a map TP → TF . Working
in local coordinates, where xµ are coordinates along the leaves Mi and x˜µ the transverse
coordinates (i.e. coordinates that are constant alongMi), TP is spanned by ∂µ =
∂
∂xµ
and
∂˜µ = ∂
∂x˜µ
while TF is spanned by ∂µ. We can then construct an isomorphism between
TP and TF , which can be expressed in local coordinates as
∂˜µ ↔ dxµ. (2.14)
In the usual DFT setting, P is a product of affine manifolds. That is P = M × M˜
where M and M˜ are vector spaces or flat tori. The situation is considerably simplified
since the coordinates of P split globally into (xµ, x˜µ). However, in the general setting
of the Born geometry, we have to consider issues stemming from global considerations.
7The standard solution of the section condition where fields depend only on xµ or only on x˜µ corre-
sponds to P and P˜ projecting to TM and T ∗M , respectively.
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For example, P is not globally a product manifold M × M˜ , and the splitting is only
done on the level of the tangent bundle TP = L⊕ L˜. To recover the distinguished local
coordinates (xµ, x˜µ), we therefore have to impose the integrability of L as described in
the previous paragraph. It turns out, as first observed by Vaisman [39], that a natural
framework for these considerations is given by para-Hermitian geometry, which is the
approach we describe in the following sections.
3 Para-Hermitian, para-Ka¨hler and Integrability
It is now clear that to accomodate the string geometry that follows from the metastring
[15, 16] and to reunite the central ideas behind DFT and GG, we need to include in our
geometrical framework – in addition to the O(d, d) metric η of DFT – a two-form ω. This
two-form can be thought of as giving a preferred splitting of TP and is a central object
that allows one to pass from the local constructions of DFT to a globally well-defined
geometry, even when η is not a flat metric. The triple (P, η, ω) forms a para-Hermitian
structure and the goal of this section is to review and discuss its relevant properties.
As we will see the simplest generalisation that allows for a curved η, is to demand
that ω is closed and that its Lagrangian submanifolds are integrable. This corresponds
to a para-Ka¨hler geometry. In this case the manifold P is locally split P ≃ M × M˜ and
the leaves M and M˜ are affine manifolds [47]. The curvature of η shows up in the non-
constancy of the pairing between TM and TM˜ . This is a natural generalisation of the
DFT geometry setting. If we want to go beyond this case, we have to relax the condition
that ω is symplectic or that the distributions are integrable. The interplay between the
almost symplectic geometry of ω and the O(d, d) geometry of η is an important theme of
our work.
We refer the reader to the review paper [48] for some standard results on para-
Hermitian manifolds and to the article [49] for the relationship with bi-Lagrangian struc-
tures. We also acknowledge that it was first noted by Vaisman [38, 39] that a natural
framework for the geometrical understanding of DFT geometry is given by para-Hermitian
geometry. Our work and results can be viewed as a continuation of his work, also see [42].
Let’s start by the definition of a para-Hermitian geometry:
Definition 1. An almost para-Hermitian manifold (P, η,K) is a manifold P equipped
with a neutral metric η and an endomorphism K ∈ End(TP) such that
K2 = +1, KTηK = −η. (3.1)
Since K is a real (or para-complex) structure, it has eigenvalues ±1 and the tangent
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bundle of P splits as TP = L⊕ L˜, where L and L˜ are the +1 and −1 eigenbundles of K.
The second condition implies that the distribution L is maximally isotropic with respect
to η. In other words
η(X, Y ) = 0, ∀X, Y ∈ L. (3.2)
Similarly, L˜ is also maximally isotropic. Since η is neutral, L and L˜ have the same rank
d = 1
2
DimP. The axioms further imply that
ω := ηK or ω(X, Y ) = η(K(X), Y ) (3.3)
is an almost symplectic structure, i.e. a non-degenerate two-form. We can also define
natural projections onto L and L˜ as
P :=
1
2
(1 +K) and P˜ :=
1
2
(1−K). (3.4)
Now the compatibility between η and ω also imposes that L and L˜ are Lagrangian8
with respect to ω. We see that an almost para-Hermitian structure could have also
been equivalently defined as an almost symplectic manifold (P, ω) with a compatible
real structure K. When no confusion is possible, we will sometimes refer to (P, η,K) as
(P, η, ω), where ω = ηK.
More conceptually, an almost para-Hermitian structure on a manifold is a reduction
of the structure group of the tangent bundle TP from GL(2d,R) to
O(d, d,R) ∩ Sp(2d,R) = GL(d,R). (3.5)
The compatibility between η and ω is central for para-Hermitian geometry. In order
to understand this geometry one needs to understand the properties of the connections
compatible with both structures. We review these properties here, details and proofs of
the given statements can be found in Appendix A. A general discussion and classifica-
tion of compatible connections and classifications can be found in [50], also see [51] for
connections in the context of O(d, d) geometry.
Given an almost para-Hermitian manifold, we can define compatible connections:
Definition 2. A para-Hermitian connection on an almost para-Hermitian manifold
(P, η,K) is a connection ∇ which preserves both η and ω, i.e.
∇η = ∇ω = 0. (3.6)
8Even if ω is not closed we can still defined a Lagrangian subspace of ω as a space L such that L⊥ = L.
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Alternatively, a para-Hermitian connection preserves η and K. The Levi-Civita connec-
tion ∇˚ is the unique connection which preserves η and is torsionless.
Since we have a metric, the Levi-Civita connection is a natural connection to consider.
However, in general the Levi-Civita is not compatible with ω and therefore is not a
para-Hermitian connection. Demanding that ∇˚ preserves ω imposes that ω is closed.
Therefore, a necessary (but not sufficient, see Corollary 2) condition for the Levi-Civita
connection ∇˚ to be para-Hermitian is that ω is symplectic. This follows from the following
lemma:
Lemma 1. Let (P, η,K) be an almost para-Hermitian manifold with compatible two-form
ω. The Levi-Civita derivative of ω satisfies the following properties
∇˚Xω(P (Y ), P˜ (Z)) = 0, (3.7)
∇˚Xω(Y, Z) = η((∇˚XK)Y, Z), (3.8)
dω(X, Y, Z) =
∑
(X,Y,Z)
∇˚Xω(Y, Z) (3.9)
where
∑
(X,Y,Z) is the sum over all cyclic permutations of (X, Y, Z).
The first property emphasises that unlike ω, ∇˚ω is of diagonal support with respect
to the decomposition TP = L⊕ L˜. The second property relates the derivatives of ω and
K. The third one is standard, it simply relates the differential and covariant derivative
when the connection is torsionless. This lemma is proven in appendix A.
It is a well-known fact that any metrical connection ∇ of the metric η can be split
in terms of the Levi-Civita connection ∇˚ and a so-called contorsion tensor Ωˆ which is a
(2, 1) tensor. By definition it is given by
η(∇XY, Z) = η(∇˚XY, Z) + η(X, Ωˆ(Y, Z)). (3.10)
We also denote by Ω the corresponding (3, 0) tensor, Ω(X, Y, Z) := η(X, Ωˆ(Y, Z)). The
relationship between a para-Hermitian connection and the Levi-Civita connection of η
can then be expressed purely in terms of this tensor:
Lemma 2. Any para-Hermitian connection∇ has a skew contorsion tensor, Ω(X, Y, Z) =
−Ω(X,Z, Y ), whose diagonal components are determined by the Levi-Civita derivative of
ω as follows
∇˚Xω(P (Y ), P (Z)) = 2Ω(X,P (Y ), P (Z)),
∇˚Xω(P˜ (Y ), P˜ (Z)) = −2Ω(X, P˜ (Y ), P˜ (Z)). (3.11)
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These properties imply that only the off-diagonal components of the contorsion tensor
are not determined by ω.
3.1 Integrability, closure and a key example
On the surface, the notion of an almost para-Hermitian manifold is very similar to the
notion of an almost Hermitian manifold (P˜,H, I), where H is an Euclidean metric and
I is an almost complex structure with compatibility ITHI = H, I2 = −1 and with
structure group U(d). In the almost Hermitian case, there are two levels of of integrability
one usually studies: if the complex structure is integrable, the manifold is said to be a
Hermitian manifold; if the two-form ω is closed, the manifold is said to be almost Ka¨hler.
When both conditions are realised the manifold is said to be Ka¨hler [52].
Therefore, the same characterisation of almost para-Hermitian manifolds can be im-
plemented. Integrability of the real structure K is encoded into the real analogue of the
Nijenhuis tensor
4NK(X, Y ) := [K(X), K(Y )] + [X, Y ]−K([K(X), Y ] + [X,K(Y )]). (3.12)
When this tensor vanishes, the manifold is said to be para-Hermitian. Moreover, if the
two-form ω is closed, the manifold is said to be almost para-Ka¨hler. When both conditions
are realised the manifold is said to be para-Ka¨hler. These different situations have been
studied extensively, see [50,53] for definitions and examples. When the manifold is para-
Hermitian it is locally split, i.e. it admits a set of local coordinates (x, x˜) for which the
product structure reads K(∂x) = ∂x and K(∂x˜) = −∂x˜.
Despite the similarities, the geometry of the para-Hermitian structure is fundamen-
tally different from its complex analogue. There are two reasons behind this: in the
complex case the two distributions that diagonalise I and decompose as TP ⊗ C are
conjugate to each other, so one is integrable if and only if the other one is. In the para-
Hermitian case the integrability of the two distributions L and L˜ are independent from
one another, i.e. one Lagrangian distribution can be integrable while the other is not.
This can be best seen by rewriting the Nijenhuis tensor (3.12) as a sum associated with
each Lagrangian NK(X, Y ) = NP (X, Y ) +NP˜ (X, Y ) where
NP (X, Y ) := P˜ [P (X), P (Y )], NP˜ (X, Y ) := P [P˜ (X), P˜ (Y )]. (3.13)
Now NP ∈ L˜ governs the integrability of L, while NP˜ ∈ L the integrability of L˜ and
we see that one can vanish even if the other one does not. In order to account for the
possibility of “half-integrability”, we introduce some new terminology.
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Definition 3. An almost para-Hermitian manifold (P, η, ω) is said to be L-para-Hermi-
tian if L is integrable. Also we say that an almost para-Hermitian manifold is almost
L-para-Ka¨hler if the conditions
dω(P (X), P (Y ), P (Z)) = 0, dω(P (X), P˜ (Y ), P˜ (Z)) = 0, (3.14)
are satisfied. If a manifold is L-para-Hermitian and L-para-Ka¨hler then it is said to be
almost L-para-Ka¨hler. Similarly we can define the notion of L˜-para-Hermitian, almost
L˜-para-Ka¨hler and L-para-Ka¨hler, by echanging the role of L and L˜.
From this definition it is clear that if a manifold is both L and L˜-para-hermitian then
it is simply para-hermitian. When in addition L is integrable, the manifold is said to be L-
para-Ka¨hler (or L˜-para-Ka¨hler if L˜ is integrable). or L˜-para-Hermitian if L˜ is integrable.
When both L and L˜ are integrable the manifold is para-Hermitian and similarly for the
para-Ka¨hler and almost para-Ka¨hler cases. The fact that an (L, L˜)-para-Ka¨hler manifold
is para-Ka¨hler is needed in the next section where we study the relationship between the
integrability conditions and properties of dω. Before doing so, we present a key example.
Example: A canonical example (see also [39, 54]) that illustrates the usefulness of the
notion of L˜-integrability is when P = TM is the total space of the tangent bundle of a
d-dimensional manifold (M, g,D) equipped with a metric g and a compatible connection
D. We denote by π : P → M the canonical projection, by dπ : TP → TM its differential
and by L˜ = Ker(dπ) the vertical bundle. In physical terms the vertical bundle is the space
of velocities and it is canonically identified with the tangent bundle since the vertical fiber
is π−1(x) = TxM . The affine connection D can be viewed as an Ehresmann connection,
i.e. a decomposition TP = L⊕ L˜ of the tangent bundle in terms of a sum of a horizontal9
bundle L and a vertical bundle L˜ (see [55, 56]).
Given a point x ∈ M and a point p = (x, v) ∈ TM with v ∈ TxM , we can define the
notion of horizontal and vertical lift h : TM → L and v : TM → L˜. These are defined as
follows:
Definition 4. The horizontal lift of X ∈ TxM to p = (x, v) ∈ TM is the unique vector
h(X) ∈ Lp such that dπ(h(X)) = X. The vertical lift v(X) of X ∈ TxM to p = (x, v) ∈
TM is the unique vector v(X) ∈ L˜p such that v(X)[df ] = X(f) for f ∈ C
∞(M). Here
df is the linear function df(x, v) = v(f).
9 The affine connection D associated with the decompostion TP = L⊕ L˜ is defined by P (dZ(X)) =
DXZ where X,Z ∈ TM . Here Z ∈ TM is viewed as a map Z : M → P and dZ : TM → TP denotes
its differential. D can be viewed as a map D : TP → TM whose kernel defines the horizontal bundle.
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We can then promote the point-wise construction of the previous definition to any
vector field X ∈ Γ(TM) to obtain its horizontal and vertical lifts h(X) ∈ Γ(L), v(X) ∈
Γ(L˜). These vector fields can then be equipped with a P-Lie bracket (i.e. a Lie bracket
on TP = TTM), satisfying the relations [57]
[v(X), v(Y )]P = 0, [h(X), v(Y )]P = v(DXY ),
[h(X), h(Y )]P = h([X, Y ])− v[RD(X, Y )v], (3.15)
where RD(X, Y )v = [DX , DY ]v − D[X,Y ]v is the curvature of D. We see that the set of
vertical vectors L˜ forms an ideal of TP. We also see that the set of horizontal vectors is
integrable if and only if the curvature of D vanishes.
We will now also show that the lifting maps h, v given in Definition 4 are well defined.
For this purpose, we choose local coordinates xa onM and corresponding local coordinates
(x, v) on TM , where v = va∂a and we denote ∂a :=
∂
∂xa
and ∂˜a :=
∂
∂va
. The projection map
in these coordinates is given by π(x, v) = x. An element X of Γ(TP) can be decomposed
as X(x, v) = Xa(x, v)∂a + V
b(x, v)∂˜b. The vertical and horizontal maps associated with
X = Xa(x)∂a ∈ Γ(TM) are then explicitly given by
v(X)(x, v) = Xa∂˜a, h(X)(x, v) = X
a(∂a − Γ
c
av ∂˜c) (3.16)
where Γcab are the connection symbols: D∂a∂b = Γ
c
ab∂c, and we denoted Γ
c
av := Γ
c
abv
b
for simplicity. In order to check that h(∂a) is horizontal we recall that a vector p(t) =
(x(t), v(t)) ∈ TM is transported parallelly along a path x(t) ∈ M if Dx˙v = 0. This
translates into the condition v˙c = −x˙aΓcav, where the dot expresses the time derivative.
Therefore, the tangent components to a parallel transport are in the image of h: p˙(t) =
(x˙, v˙) = h(x˙a∂a). The result then follows by direct computation.
We have seen that to curve the geometry of P, we need to consider half para-Hermitian
manifolds. The above example is an instance of such a geometry:
Lemma 3. (TM, g,D) is canonically equipped with an L˜-para-Hermitian structure
(TM, η,K) given by
ηp(v(∂a), h(∂b)) = gab(x), K(h(∂a)) = +h(∂a), K(v(∂a)) = −v(∂a). (3.17)
(TM, η,K) is para-Hermitian if and only if the curvature of D vanishes. It is L˜-para-
Ka¨hler if D is torsionless. It is almost para-Ka¨hler if and only if D is torsionless.
Proof. We have already seen that L˜ is integrable and that L is integrable if and only if
the curvature of D vanishes which establishes the first claim. The pair dual to the basis
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(h(∂a), v(∂a)) ∈ TM is given by (dx
a, Dva) ∈ T ∗P, where
Dva := dva + Γabvdx
b. (3.18)
This can be checked by direct evaluation, for instance
h(∂a)[Dv
b] = (∂a − Γ
c
av ∂˜c)[dv
b + Γbdvdx
d]
= Γbdv∂a[dx
d]− Γcav∂˜c[dv
b] = 0. (3.19)
The para-Hermitian structure on TM can also be described as the almost bi-Lagrangian
structure (ω,K) where K(dxa) = dxa, K(Dva) = −Dva and the almost symplectic form
is given by
ω = gab(x)dx
a ∧Dvb. (3.20)
It is straightforward to compute the differential of ω
dω = gcdT
d
abdx
a ∧ dxb ∧Dvc +
1
2
Rabcvdx
a ∧ dxb ∧ dxc (3.21)
where we have introduced the torsion T cab = Γ
c
[ab] and the curvature tensor Rabcv = Rabcdv
d.
From this expression we see that dω(P˜ (X), P˜ (Y ), P˜ (Z)) = 0, and dω(P˜ (X), P (Y ), P (Z))
vanishes if the torsion vanishes. Since L˜ is integrable this establishes that TM is L˜-para-
Ka¨hler if D is torsionless. It is also clear that the condition dω = 0 implies that the
torsion vanishes. On the other hand, if the torsion vanishes the second term in this
expression also vanishes by the Bianchi identity. This concludes that the structure is
almost para-Ka¨hler if and only if the torsion vanishes.
3.2 L-para-Hermitian manifolds
In the almost para-Hermitian geometry, the two distributions L and L˜ play an equivalent
role. For the purpose of our presentation it will be useful to think from now on of L as
being “tangent to the space-time base” and L˜ as being “tangent to the momentum fibre”
as in the previous example.
The integrability of L, which is insured if NP = 0 (see (3.13)), means that there exists
a foliation by d-dimensional leaves F such that L is tangent to the leaves, in other words
TF = L. There is a profound interplay between the integrability of L and properties of
ω. For instance, if L is integrable then the pull back of dω on F must vanish. These
relationships are investigated in the following lemmas. In the following, one uses the
definition NP (X, Y, Z) := η(NP (X, Y ), Z).
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Lemma 4. The cyclic permutation of the projected Nijenhuis tensor is given by
∑
(X,Y,Z)
NP (X, Y, Z) = dω(P (X), P (Y ), P (Z)). (3.22)
Given a para-Hermitian connection ∇ with torsion T (X, Y, Z) = η(Tˆ (X, Y ), Z) we have
the relationship
NP (X, Y, Z) = −T (P (X), P (Y ), P (Z)). (3.23)
Proof. From the definition of N we have that
NP (X, Y, Z) = η(∇P (X)P (Y )−∇P (Y )P (X)− Tˆ (P (X), P (Y )), P (Z)) (3.24)
= η(P (∇P (X)Y )− P (∇P (Y )X), P (Z))− T (P (X), P (Y ), P (Z))
The second equality follows from the fact that the connection is para-Hermitian, and the
first two terms in the last equality vanish because L is Lagrangian. This establishes (3.23)
and the first part of the lemma follows from (A.4) in the appendix, which establishes that
dω(X, Y, Z) = −
∑
(X,Y,Z)
T (X, Y,K(Z)). (3.25)
The relationship between NP and ∇˚ω is encoded in the following formula
2NP (X, Y, Z) = ∇˚P (X)ω(P (Y ), P (Z))− ∇˚P (Y )ω(P (X), P (Z))
= dω(P (X), P (Y ), P (Z))− ∇˚P (Z)ω(P (X), P (Y )).
(3.26)
This can be seen starting from the definition (3.24) and using ∇˚ instead. Since the torsion
of the Levi-Civita connection vanishes and 2η(∇˚P (X)P (Y ), P (Z)) = η((∇˚P (X)K)Y, P (Z)),
we obtain the first equality from (3.8). The second equality follows directly from the def-
inition of the exterior derivative. This leads to the following corollary:
Corollary 1. The para-Hermitian structure (η, ω) is L-para-Ka¨hler if and only if the
Levi-Civita connection of η is symplectic along L : ∇˚P (X)ω = 0.
Proof. If the Levi-Civita connection of η is symplectic along L then one sees directly
that the conditions (3.14) are satisfied thanks to Lemma 1, and that NP vanishes due
to (3.26), which means that (η, ω) is L-para-Ka¨hler. On the other hand being L-para-
Ka¨hler implies that both NP and the pull-back of dω on F vanish. From (3.26) it
follows that ∇˚P (Z)ω(P (X), P (Y )) = 0. Now, Lemma 1 implies that the components
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∇˚P (Z)ω(P (X), P˜ (Y )) also vanish and that dω(P (X), P˜ (Y ), P˜ (Z)) = ∇˚P (X)ω(P˜ (Y ), P˜ (Z)).
This last component also vanishes by the second condition of (3.14). This establishes the
corollary.
If (P, η, ω) is para-Ka¨hler then it is (L, L˜)-para-Ka¨hler. Using the previous lemma
twice we can then conclude that
Corollary 2. The Levi-Civita connection is a para-Hermitian connection if and only if
(P, η, ω) is para-Ka¨hler.
This corollary is of central importance to us. The para-Ka¨hler case is the closest
generalisation of DFT geometry. The previous results shows that in this case the Levi-
Civita connection is the natural connection to use since it preserves (η, ω).
3.3 The para-Ka¨hler Case
The para-Ka¨hler manifolds, where both L and L˜ are integrable and dω = 0, are an im-
portant subset of examples straightforwardly generalising the flat DFT geometry. For
this section, we assume that (P, η, ω) is a para-Ka¨hler manifold. As Corollary 2 estab-
lishes, this means that the Levi-Civita connection is the natural connection to use since
it preserves (η, ω) while ω is symplectic. We now explore further properties of ∇˚ on a
Ka¨hler manifold.
First, the condition of being para-Hermitian implies that there exists a double foliation
(F , F˜) with TF = L and T F˜ = L˜. In practice, this means that there exist local
coordinates (xa, x˜a) such that K(∂a) = +∂a and K(∂a) = −∂˜
a, where we have denoted
∂a =
∂
∂xa
and ∂˜a = ∂
∂x˜a
. In these coordinates, the leaves of F are given by x˜a = const.
and similarly for F˜ and xa. This in turn implies that η and ω take off-diagonal form and
can be expressed in terms of functions ηa
b(x, x˜) as
η = ηa
b(x, x˜)(dxa ⊗ dx˜b + dx˜b ⊗ dx
a), ω = ηa
b(x, x˜)dxa ∧ dx˜b. (3.27)
It is convenient to define the partial differentials D˚ := dxa∇˚∂a and
˚˜D := dx˜a∇˚∂˜a . The
importance of these differentials lies in the following lemma:
Lemma 5. If (P, η, ω) is para-Ka¨hler then the partial differential D˚ and ˚˜D are flat. In
other words, they satisfy
D2 = 0, ˚˜D2 = 0. (3.28)
Proof. First, since the Levi-Civita connection is torsionless, it means that the condition
dω = 0 is equivalent to the conditions D˚ω = ˚˜Dω = 0. If one introduces the one-forms
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ηb := dxaηa
b and η˜a := ηa
bdx˜b, one can easily see that the closure condition implies
D˚ηa =
˚˜Dη˜a = 0. (3.29)
Now the condition that ηa
b is invertible means that ηa form a basis of one-forms on F .
The previous condition implies that this basis is parallel with respect to D˚. This can
be true if and only if the curvature of D˚ along L vanishes, that is if D˚2 = 0. The same
conclusion is reached for ˚˜D. This proves the lemma.
This lemma expresses that in the para-Ka¨hler case even if η is not flat the leaf geom-
etry, i.e. the geometry induced on the leaf, is flat. This is related to the well-known fact
in symplectic geometry that the leaves of a symplectic foliation admits a canonical flat
connection called the Bott connection [58–60]. This result of central importance means
that leaves of a symplectic foliation are affine manifolds. The previous lemma is a more
direct derivation of this fact in the para-Ka¨hler case.
Let’s finally remark that the conditions (3.29) mean that the forms ηa and η˜a are
closed. Using the Poincare´ lemma twice, we conclude that the tensor ηa
b can locally be
written in terms of a potential φ
ηa
b(x, x˜) = ∂a∂˜
bφ(x, x˜) (3.30)
where φ is the para-Ka¨hler analog of the Ka¨hler potential [52].
4 Connections on Para-Hermitian Manifolds
In the previous section we have seen the introduction of the almost symplectic form ω
which together with the metric η gives rise to para-Hermitian geometry. We will now
explore canonical constructions related to connections in this setting.
As we have seen, given an almost para-Hermitian manifold (P, η,K), we can construct
two projections, P and P˜ in End(TP), which satisfy P + P˜ = 1 and P − P˜ = K. Their
respective images are L and L˜. The compatibility conditionKTηK = −η and the isotropy
of L and L˜ translate into the following property
η(P (X), Y ) = η(X, P˜ (Y )) = η(P (X), P˜ (Y )), (4.1)
which will be needed frequently.
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4.1 Projected and Partial Connections
In order to define a generalisation of the Lie derivative and the corresponding bracket for
the curved case, we need the following objects.
Definition 5. Given a metric η, a compatible connection ∇ and a projector P : TP →
TP, we denote L = ImP and L˜ = Ker P = Im P˜ with P˜ := 1 − P the complimentary
projector. The projected derivative DX : Γ(TP)→ Γ(TP) is defined by
DXY := ∇P (X)Y. (4.2)
Given a function f ∈ C∞(P), the projected differential Df ∈ Γ(TP) is a vector field such
that
η(X,Df) := P (X)[f ], (4.3)
where X [f ] denotes the action of the vector field X on a function f .
Note that DX satisfies the Leibniz rule
DX(fY ) = P (X)[f ] Y + f(DXY ). (4.4)
Viewing P as the surjective map TP → L (where of course L →֒ TP), then DX defines
a partial connection along L [46, 60]:
∇ : Γ(L)×Γ(TP) → Γ(TP)
(x , Y ) 7→ ∇xY := DXY.
(4.5)
for some X ∈ Γ(TP) such that P (X) = x ∈ Γ(L). Moreover, Df is an element of L˜, i.e
P (Df) = 0. This can be seen by using (4.1)
η(P (Df), X) = η(Df, P˜ (X)) = P (P˜ (X))[f ] = 0 . (4.6)
Using this projected connection, we can define the analog of curvature, torsion and
the Nijenhuis tensor (cf. (3.13) above):
Definition 6. Given a metric η, a compatible connection ∇ and a projector P , the
projected Riemann tensor RˆP , the projected torsion τP and the projected Nijenhuis tensor
NP are elements of TP given by
RˆP (X, Y )Z := [DX ,DY ]Z − D[P (X),P (Y )]Z (4.7)
τP (X, Y ) := P ([DXY −DYX ]− [P (X), P (Y )]), (4.8)
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NP (X, Y ) := P˜ ([P (X), P (Y )]). (4.9)
We also define RP (X, Y, Z,W ) := η(RˆP (X, Y )Z,W ) and we introduce the twist of the
projected derivative
θD(X, Y ) := η(X,DY ), (4.10)
which satisfies η(Z, θD(X, Y )) = η(X,DZY ).
Note that L, the image of P , forms an integrable distribution if and only if the pro-
jected Nijenhuis tensor NP (X, Y ) vanishes. Since D can be viewed as a partial connection
D : Γ(TP) → Γ(L∗)× Γ(TP), we can define the curvature of D as RP = D
2 : Γ(TP) →
Γ(∧2L∗ ⊗ EndTP) (where L∗ is the dual vector bundle of L). This curvature RP is
related to R, the usual curvature of ∇, via
RˆP (X, Y ) = Rˆ(P (X), P (Y )) . (4.11)
The projected curvature RˆP is a proper (3, 1) tensor as can be seen from
RˆP (fX, Y )Z = RˆP (X, fY )Z = fRˆP (X, Y )Z
RˆP (X, Y )(fZ) = fRˆP (X, Y )Z +NP (X, Y )[f ]Z = fRˆP (X, Y )Z
(4.12)
where for the last equality to hold we need integrability of L, i.e. NP (X, Y ) = 0.
The projected torsion τP is a (2, 1) tensor valued in L and it is easy to check that
τP (fX, Y ) = τP (X, fY ) = fτP (X, Y ). It can be expressed in terms of the ordinary
torsion T (X, Y ) = ∇XY −∇YX − [X, Y ] as
τP (X, Y ) = T (P (X), P (Y ))−
1
2
(
(DXK)Y − (DYK)X
)
+NP (X, Y ). (4.13)
Like Df , the projected twist vector θD(X, Y ) is valued in L˜, i.e. P (θD) = 0
η(Z, P (θD(X, Y ))) = η(P˜ (Z), θD(X, Y )) = η(X,DP˜ (Z)Y ) = 0 . (4.14)
It is tensorial in X while θD(X, fY ) = η(X, Y )Df + fθD(X, Y ).
The definition given for the projected torsion and curvature is still meaningful even
if L is not integrable, i.e. when NP does not vanish. Then RˆP is related to the (3, 1)
Riemann tensor Rˆ of ∇ via
RˆP (X, Y )Z = Rˆ(P (X), P (Y ))Z +∇NP (X,Y )Z (4.15)
which in general is of course not tensorial in Z.
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4.2 Generalized Lie Derivative and Bracket
The main ingredient entering the construction of both generalised geometry and double
field theory is the Dorfman derivative that generalises the notion of the Lie derivative.
The purpose of our work is to generalise this notion to the case where η is not necessarily
flat. We can now use any metrical connection of η to form a generalisation of the Lie
derivative [38].
Definition 7. Given a metric η, a compatible connection ∇ and a projector P , the
associated generalised Lie derivative (Dorfman derivative) LD : Γ(TP) × Γ(TP) →
Γ(TP) is given by
LDXY := DXY −DYX + θD(Y,X), (4.16)
where the twist θD(Y,X) := η(Y,DX) is such that η(Z, θ(Y,X)) = η(Y,DZX).
This generalised Lie derivative satisfies three key properties: the Leibniz rule, com-
patibility with η and a normalisation condition which are respectively given by
LDX(fY ) = f(L
D
XY ) + P (X)[f ] Y,
P (X)[η(Y, Z)] = η(LDXY, Z) + η(Y,L
D
XZ),
η(Y,LDXX) =
1
2
P (Y )[η(X,X)].
(4.17)
The first property follows directly from the fact that only the first term in the definition
of LD contains a derivative of Y . The second property – which implies the preservation
of η for any vector field – distinguishes the generalised Lie derivative from the usual Lie
derivative for which such a condition implies that X is a Killing vector field. It can be
simply proven by summing the following two terms
η(LDZX, Y ) = η(DZX, Y )− η(DXZ, Y ) + η(X,DYZ),
η(X,LDZY ) = η(X,DZY )− η(X,DYZ) + η(Y,DXZ),
(4.18)
and using the compatibility of ∇ with η. Moreover, unlike the usual Lie derivative, a
generalised Lie derivative of a vector field along itself does not necessarily vanish due to
the third property.
The generalised Lie derivative LD does not satisfy the Jacobi identity in general. In
order to measure its failure of the Jacobi identity to be satisfied, we introduce the so-called
Jacobiator.
Definition 8. Given a generalized Lie derivative LD as in Definition 7, the Jacobiator
is defined as
JD(X, Y, Z,W ) := η([LDX ,L
D
Y ]Z − L
D
LD
X
Y
Z,W ) . (4.19)
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The conditions on LD under which this object is tensorial are given in Appendix B. If
they are satisfied, JD = 0 states that the Jacobi identity for LD holds.
We will take a detailed look at the Jacobiator for para-Ka¨hler and para-Hermitian
geometries in the next subsection.
Remark. In generalised geometry and double field theory, the Dorfman derivative sat-
isfies the Jacobi identity (under certain constraints). Unlike the ordinary Lie derivative,
these generalised derivatives LDXY are not skew-symmetric under the interchange of X
and Y . Taking the skew-symmetric combination [[X, Y ]]D := 1
2
(LDXY − L
D
YX) gives the
Courant bracket [25], which is obviously skew but does not satisfy Jacobi identity. We will
mainly work with the generalised derivative instead of the bracket as they are equivalent
and related by
LDXY = [[X, Y ]]
D +
1
2
Dη(X, Y ) . (4.20)
4.3 Para-Ka¨hler and L-Para-Hermitian
Now that we have properly introduced and defined the generalisations of various concepts
and quantities, we would like to use them to find connections ∇ and corresponding
(projected) generalized Lie derivatives LDX (with DX = ∇P (X)) for the para-Ka¨hler and
para-Hermitian geometries. The Jacobiator JD from Definition 8 is evaluated explicitly
in Appendix B, we find
JD(X, Y, Z,W ) = RP (X, Y, Z,W ) +RP (Y, Z,X,W ) + RP (Z,X, Y,W )
− RP (W,Z,X, Y )− RP (W,X, Y, Z)−RP (W,Y, Z,X)
− η(W,∇τP (X,Y )Z)− η(W,∇τP (Y,Z)X)− η(W,∇τP (Z,X)Y )
− η(Z,∇τP (X,W )Y )− η(X,∇τP (Y,W )Z) + η(Y,∇τP (W,Z)X)
+ η(θD(Z,X), θD(W,Y ))− η(θD(Z, Y ), θD(W,X))
− η(θD(Y,X), θD(W,Z))
(4.21)
using RP , τP and θD from Definition 6. Comparing this to the Jacobiator of DFT (2.11),
we can see extra terms due to curvature and torsion of the connection ∇. We recall that
because L and L˜ are Lagrangian, θD ∈ Γ(L˜) and so the last two lines of (4.21) vanish
identically. We now analyse the possibility to construct a connection with vanishing
Jacobiator in two different cases that are deeper generalisations of double field theory.
The simplest case is the case where we assume that L and L˜ are integrable Lagrangian
distributions and we also assume that ω is closed. In this case (P, η,K) is said to be
para-Ka¨hler. Because of integrability ofK, the Nijenhuis tensor vanishes. Furthermore,
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the Levi-Civita connection ∇˚ of the metric η, preserves η,K and ω, as we have seen earlier
in Corollary 1. Therefore, its projected torsion τ˚P vanishes (as can be seen from (4.13)).
We already know from Lemma 5 that the projected curvature tensor R˚P vanishes. This
can also be seen from an explicit calculation; since ∇˚ preserves K, we have (using (4.1))
R˚(Z,W, P (X), P (Y )) = η(
ˆ˚
R(Z,W )P (X), P (Y )) = η(P (
ˆ˚
R(Z,W )X), P (Y )) = 0. (4.22)
Therefore, the symmetry of the Riemann tensor, R˚(X, Y, Z,W ) = R˚(Z,W,X, Y ), and
the identity (4.11), imply that
R˚P (X, Y, Z,W ) = 0. (4.23)
This shows that if (P, η, ω) is a para-Ka¨hler manifold, then LD˚XY with D˚X = ∇˚P (X) is a
generalised Lie derivative that satisfies the Jacobi identity for any X, Y ∈ Γ(TP).
We now relax the condition that ω is closed and we also relax the integrability condi-
tions on L˜. As we will show, in order to construct a Lie derivative that satisfies the Jacobi
identity, we only need L to be integrable. In this case, (P, η,K) is L-para-Hermitian,
and because ∇˚ω no longer vanishes, the generalized Lie derivative associated to the Levi-
Civita connection no longer satisfies the Jacobi identity as in the para-Ka¨hler case. We
therefore have to find a different connection with this property:
Definition 9. Let (P, η,K) be an almost para-Hermitian manifold and let ∇˚ be the Levi-
Civita connection of η. Then the connection
∇cX = P ∇˚XP + P˜ ∇˚XP˜ (4.24)
is called the canonical para-Hermitian connection.
This canonical connection has all the desired properties. First, we show that it is
compatible with the para-Hermitian geometry. The reason we call it “canonical” will be
justified in the next section.
Lemma 6. The canonical connection ∇c preserves η and K, i.e. ∇cη = ∇cK = 0.
Consequently, it also preserves ω = ηK and the canonical projectors P and P˜ .
Proof. The compatibility of ∇c with η can be checked directly
η(∇cXY, Z) + η(Y,∇
c
XZ) = η(∇˚XP (Y ), P˜ (Z)) + η(P (Y ), ∇˚XP˜ (Z))
+ η(∇˚XP˜ (Y ), P (Z)) + η(P˜ (Y ), ∇˚XP (Z)) (4.25)
= X [η(P (Y ), P˜ (Z)) + η(P˜ (Y ), P (Z))] = X [η(Y, Z)].
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The compatibility with K given by K∇c = ∇cK follows trivially from the definition
(4.24) and the properties of projectors P, P˜ with K = P − P˜ . This establishes that the
connection is para-Hermitian.
Remark. In [50], a class of para-Hermitian connections called “canonical” is given.
These connections are parametrized by a real parameter t and according to this termi-
nology, the connection (4.24) is a canonical para-Hermitian connection with t = 0. The
canonical connection ∇c can also be expressed using its contorsion tensor (3.10), which
is given by the derivative of the almost symplectic form ω
η(∇cXY, Z) = η(∇˚XY, Z)−
1
2
∇˚Xω(Y,K(Z)). (4.26)
Now we will show that the generalized Lie derivative associated to the canonical
connection indeed satisfies the Jacobi identity:
Theorem 1. Let (P, η,K) be a L-para-Hermitian manifold. Then the generalized Lie
derivative associated to the canonical connection ∇c,
LcXY := L
Dc
X Y = D
c
XY − D
c
YX + θDc(Y,X), (4.27)
where DcXY = ∇
c
P (X)Y , satisfies the Jacobi identity: J
c = 0. We will call Lc the canon-
ical generalized Lie derivative.
Proof. To show that the Jacobiator Jc vanishes, we will use the expression (4.21) and
show that all the individual terms vanish. As was discussed earlier, the last two lines
vanish identically. We now evaluate the projected torsion τ cP of ∇
c. Since the canonical
connection preserves K, it is simply related to T˚ , the ordinary torsion of the Levi-Civita
connection ∇˚, which vanishes
τ cP (X, Y ) = P ([D
c
XY − D
c
YX ]− [P (X), P (Y )])
= P (∇˚P (X)P (Y )− ∇˚P (Y )P (X)− [P (X), P (Y )])
= P (T˚ (P (X), P (Y )) = 0. (4.28)
Next, let us evaluate the first two lines in (4.21) for the canonical connection ∇c. Once
more using (4.1) along with the property ∇cXP (Y ) = P ∇˚XP (Y ), the projected curvature
of ∇c, RcP , can be written in terms of the curvature R˚ of ∇˚ (using (4.11)) as
RcP (X, Y, Z,W ) = R˚P (X, Y, P (Z), P˜ (W )) + R˚P (X, Y, P˜ (Z), P (W ))
= R˚(P (X), P (Y ), P (Z), P˜ (W )) + R˚(P (X), P (Y ), P˜ (Z), P (W )) .
(4.29)
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In the expression (4.21), the first two lines involving RP can be written as a cyclic sum
over (X, Y, Z). Since all the remaining parts of Jc vanish as shown above, we have
Jc(X, Y, Z,W ) =
∑
Cycl (X,Y,Z)
[RcP (X, Y, Z,W )− R
c
P (W,Z,X, Y )]. (4.30)
Rewriting both above terms using (4.29), we can use the symmetries of R˚ to rewrite
R˚(W,Z,X, Y ) = −R˚(X, Y, Z,W ) and apply the Bianchi identity,
∑
Cycl (X,Y,Z)
R˚(X, Y, Z,W ) = 0, (4.31)
to cancel all the terms and arrive at the result Jc = 0.
5 Relationship with Generalized Geometry
In this section we give the precise relationship between the para-Hermitian geometrical
framework, described in previous sections, and generalised geometry. Given an L-para-
Hermitian manifold P we design an isomorphism between TP and the generalised bundle
TF , where TF = L. Under this isomorphism we show that the Dorfman bracket of
generalized geometry (2.2) is mapped onto the canonical generalized Lie derivative (4.27).
As a corollary, this gives another proof of our main theorem 1: the fact that the canonical
generalized Lie derivative satisfies the Jacobi identity follows now from the well known fact
that the Dorfman bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity. More details on this construction,
in particular the underlying Lie algebroid structures, will be discussed in [42].
Let (P, η, ω) be a L-para-Hermitian manifold such that TP = L ⊕ L˜. This means
that L is integrable; let F be the corresponding foliation of P such that TF = L, i.e. F
represents the partition of P as a set of leaves. If P is a 2d-dimensional manifold, F is a
d-dimensional manifold which is bijectively identified with P [44]. Given a point p ∈ P
we denote by Mp ⊂ F the leaf passing through p. The foliation F is simply
∐
[p]Mp
where the index space is the leaf space10 P/L. Let us recall that by definition we can
choose local coordinates (y, y˜) on an open set U such that the intersection of any leaf with
the open set U is characterised by the condition y˜ = const. [45]. In these coordinates,
the foliation preserving diffeomorphisms are invertible C∞ maps (y, y˜) 7→ (Φ(y, y˜), Φ˜(y˜)),
mapping leaves onto leaves.
10Here L is viewed as an infinitesimal diffeomorphism and the quotient refers to the quotient of P
by its exponentiated action. The leaf space can also be defined as a quotient P/ ∼F where ∼F is the
equivalence relation given by p ∼F q if there exist a path γ ∈ F , i-e a path within one leaf of F ,
connecting p and q.
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Given a foliation F viewed as a d-dimensional manifold, we can define its tangent and
cotangent bundles TF and T ∗F and we also introduce the generalised tangent bundle
TF := TF⊕T ∗F . If this bundle is restricted to any leafMp, it gives the usual generalised
bundle with base Mp: TF|Mp = TMp. In local coordinates the elements of TF are given
by elements of the form (x, α) = (xa(y, y˜)∂a + αa(y, y˜)dy
a). There is an isomorphism
between the rank 2d bundles TF and TP, given by
ρ : TF → TP
(x, α) 7→ x+ ηˆ−1(α) := X .
(5.1)
This isomorphism defines an L-para-Hermitian structure on TP, such that ρ(TF) = L
and ρ(T ∗F) = L˜. The metric η and two-form ω correspond to the duality pairings
η(ρ(x, α), ρ(y, β)) = ıxβ + ıyα, ω(ρ(x, α), ρ(y, β)) = ıxβ − ıyα. (5.2)
The inverse of ρ is given by ρ−1(X) = (P (X), ηˆ(P˜ (X))).
Now that we have an isomorphism ρ between TF and TP it is possible to pull-back
the canonical Lie derivative (4.27) defined in the previous section onto TF . That is we
define
ρ∗(Lc)(x,α)(y, β) := L
c
ρ(x,α)ρ(y, β). (5.3)
The Dorfman derivative (2.2) on TF can be expressed using Cartan’s formula as
L(x,α)(y, β) = ([x, y],Lxβ − Lyα + d[α(y)]). (5.4)
Here, the Lie bracket, Lie derivative and the differential are defined on the d-dimensional
foliation F . The relationship between these two Lie derivatives is contained in the fol-
lowing proposition:
Proposition 1. Let (P, η, ω) be a L-para-Hermitian manifold, F denote the integral
foliation of L and ρ : TF → TP the isomorphism defined in (5.1). Then ρ is a morphism
between the Dorfman bracket on TF and the canonical generalized Lie derivative on TP,
i.e.
ρ[L(x,α)(y, β)] = L
c
ρ(x,α)ρ(y, β). (5.5)
This proposition retrospectively justifies the denomination “canonical” for the con-
nection entering the definition of Lc; it is precisely the connection that reproduces the
Dorfman bracket on TF via the natural isomorphism (5.1).
Proof. Under the isomorphism ρ, the Dorfman bracket (5.4) translates to a generalized
Lie derivative on TP = L⊕ L˜. For simplicity and given vectors X, Y ∈ TF , we introduce
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the notations P (X) = x and P (X) = x˜ and similarly for Y . We define
L
ρ
XY := ρ[Lρ−1(X)ρ
−1(Y )]. (5.6)
This can be explicitely written as
L
ρ
XY = [x, y] + ηˆ
−1(Lxηˆ(y˜)− Lyηˆ(x˜) + d[η(x˜, y)]). (5.7)
Notice that because L is integrable, [x, y] ⊂ L. The differential d is the horizontal dif-
ferential along F and the corresponding Lie derivative is given by the Cartan formula
Lx = ıxd + dıx. The differential d can be viewed as the Lie algebroid differential corre-
sponding to the anchor a : TF → TF = L.
Denoting the pairing ıxα between forms and vector as α(x), using that df(x) = x[f ]
and that x[α(y)] = [Lxα](y) + α([x, y]), we can rewrite (5.7) as
η(LρXY, Z) = η(z˜, [x, y]) + [Lxηˆ(y˜)](z)− [Lyηˆ(x˜)](z) + z[η(x˜, y)]
= x[η(y˜, z)]− y[η(x˜, z)] + z[η(x˜, y)]
+ η(x˜, [y, z])− η(y˜, [x, z]) + η(z˜, [x, y]).
(5.8)
We can rewrite this identity in terms of the projections L and L˜. Using in particular that
η(x˜, y) = η(P˜ (X), P (Y )) we have
η(LρXY, Z) = P (X)η(P˜ (Y ), P (Z))− P (Y )η(P˜ (X), P (Z)) + P (Z)η(P˜ (X), P (Y ))
+ η(P˜ (X), [P (Y ), P (Z)])− η(P˜ (Y ), [P (X), P (Z)]) + η(P˜ (Z), [P (X), P (Y )]) .
(5.9)
Now, using the property that both L and L˜ are isotropic (see (4.1)), we have
η(P˜ (Z), [P (X), P (Y )]) = η(Z, P ([P (X), P (Y )]))
= η(Z, P (∇˚P (X)P (Y )− ∇˚P (Y )P (X)))
(5.10)
where we also used the fact that the Levi-Civita connection is torsionless. If we further
use its metricity, we get
P (X)η(P˜ (Y ), P (Z)) = η(P˜ (∇˚P (X)P˜ (Y )), Z) + η(Y, P ∇˚P (X)P (Z)). (5.11)
Repeating a similar procedure with the remaining terms in (5.9) and noticing various
cancellations, we arrive at the remarkably simple expression
η(LρXY, Z) = η(∇
c
P (X)Y −∇
c
P (Y )X,Z) + η(∇
c
P (Z)X, Y ) = η(L
c
XY, Z). (5.12)
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where ∇c is the canonical connection from Proposition 1. This finally proves our main
proposition.
6 Conclusion
In this work we have studied the relation between DFT and GG in the context of para-
Hermitian geometry, we have generalised the Dorfman derivative using the canonical
connection and showed that it satisfies the Jacobi identity in the case the geometry is
L-para-Hermitian. We have also shown its equivalence with the generalised Lie derivative
associated with the corresponding foliation. This opens up the possibility to extend DFT
to the case where η is curved.
Our works opens up several new avenues. First, we have not included the presence of
fluxes in our description of generalised geometry and it is a natural question to wonder
how these would enter in the para-Hermitian context. A related question is to explore
whether the L-integrability is necessary for the construction of the Dorfman derivative,
or whether it can be relaxed modulo extra conditions on the admissible vectors. Also,
it is natural to wonder whether the geometrical extension we have presented here can
be generalised to the exceptionally extended generalised geometries associated with flux
compactifications and Exceptional Field Theory.
Finally, so far we have only described the generalisation of the kinematics of DFT;
it is of utmost importance to understand the interplay between the para-Hermitian geo-
metrical setting and the dynamical metric H that enters both the string action and the
definition of Born geometry. We hope to come back to these issues in the near future.
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A Properties of para-Hermitian connections
Proof of Lemma 1 For the first part of the lemma we use that
∇˚Xω(Y, Z) = X [ω(Y, Z)]− ω(∇˚XY, Z)− ω(Y, ∇˚XZ)
= X [η(K(Y ), Z)]− η(K(∇˚XY ), Z)− η(K(Y ), ∇˚XZ)
= η(∇˚XK(Y ), Z)− η(K(∇˚XY ), Z)
= η(∇˚XK(Y ), Z) + η(∇˚XY,K(Z)). (A.1)
where we have used the definition of the covariant derivative, the definition of ω(X, Y ) =
η(K(X), Y ), the fact that ∇˚ preserves η and the compatibility condition η(K(X), Y ) =
−η(X,K(Y )). The last expression clearly vanishes if K(Y ) = Y and K(Z) = −Z which
is the case if Y = P (Y ) and Z = P˜ (Z). This proves (3.7). Then, by expanding (A.1) we
get
∇˚Xω(Y, Z) = η((∇˚XK)(Y ), Z) + η(K(∇˚XY ), Z) + η(∇˚XY,K(Z))
= η((∇˚XK)(Y ), Z), (A.2)
which proves (3.8).
By definition the exterior derivative of a two-form is given by
dω(X, Y, Z) =
∑
(X,Y,Z)
(X [ω(Y, Z)]− ω([X, Y ], Z)). (A.3)
Given a connection ∇ and using the definition of the covariant derivative acting on ω
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this can be written as
dω(X, Y, Z) =
∑
(X,Y,Z)
[
∇Xω(Y, Z) + ω(∇XY, Z) + ω(Y,∇XZ)− ω([X, Y ], Z)
]
=
∑
(X,Y,Z)
[
∇Xω(Y, Z) + ω(Tˆ (X, Y ), Z)
]
, (A.4)
where we have used the definition of the torsion tensor
Tˆ (X, Y ) = ∇XY −∇YX − [X, Y ]. (A.5)
For the Levi-Civita connection ∇˚ the torsion vanishes and the lemma follows.
Proof of Lemma 2 Given a para-Hermitian connection we evaluate
∇Xη(Y, Z) = X [η(Y, Z)]− η(∇XY, Z)− η(Y,∇XZ). (A.6)
Subtracting a similar expression for ∇˚Xη(Y, Z) and imposing that ∇Xη = ∇˚Xη = 0 we
get that Ω(X, Y, Z) + Ω(X,Z, Y ) = 0. Given a para-Hermitian connection we evaluate
∇Xω(Y, Z) = X [ω(Y, Z)]− ω(∇XY, Z)− ω(Y,∇XZ)
= X [ω(Y, Z)] + η(∇XY,K(Z))− η(K(Y ),∇XZ), (A.7)
where we have used ω(X, Y ) = η(K(X), Y ) = −η(X,K(Y )). Subtracting a similar
expression for ∇˚Xω(Y, Z) and using that ∇Xω(Y, Z) = 0 we obtain
∇˚Xω(Y, Z) = Ω(X, Y,K(Z))− Ω(X,Z,K(Y )). (A.8)
Now inserting P (Y ) or P˜ (Y ) for Y and similarly for Z gives the result of the lemma since
KP = +P while KP˜ = −P˜ . It also gives an alternative proof of (3.7).
B The Jacobiator
In this appendix we fill in some of the details for computing the Jacobiator of the gener-
alised Lie derivative for a projected derivative DX := ∇P (X). Recall that ∇ is any metric
compatible connection and P : TP → TP is a projector but the calculation presented
here generalises easily to the case where P is an arbitrary anchor map. The image of P is
denoted by L. The complementary projector P˜ = 1− P has image L˜ and since PP˜ = 0
it is clear that L˜ = KerP . Therefore if X ∈ ImP then P (X) = X and P˜ (X) = 0.
Similarly if X ∈ KerP then P (X) = 0 and P˜ (X) = X .
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B.1 Computing JD
From Definition 7 we have the projected Dorfman derivative (recalling that θD(Y,X) =
η(Y,DX))
LDXY := DXY − DYX + θD(Y,X) (B.1)
which satisfies the Leibniz rule, is compatible with η and obeys a normalisation condition
(cf. (4.17)). Under contraction with another vector this reads
η(LDXY, Z) = η(DXY, Z)− η(DYX,Z) + η(Y,DZX) (B.2)
We also recall the Jacobiator from Definition 8
JD(X, Y, Z,W ) := η([LDX ,L
D
Y ]Z − L
D
L
D
X
Y
Z,W ) . (B.3)
We now want to expand this expression to check it is indeed tensorial and analyse the
various contributions. We start by using the compatibility property to consider the term
η(LDXL
D
Y Z,W ) = P (X)[η(L
D
YZ,W )]− η(L
D
Y Z,L
D
XW )
= η(DXDYZ,W )− η(DXDZY,W ) + η(Z,DXDWY )
+ η(DXZ,DWY ) + η(DYZ,DWX)− η(DZY,DWX)
− η(Z,D[DXW−DWX]Y )− η(W,D[DY Z−DZY ]X)
− η(η(Z,DY ), η(W,DX)) , (B.4)
where we also used P (X)[η(DYZ,W )] = η(DXDYZ,W )+ η(DYZ,DXW ). Now subtract-
ing the same expression with X and Y exchanged yields
η([LDX ,L
D
Y ]Z,W ) = η([DX,DY ]Z,W )− η(DZY,DWX) + η(DZX,DWY )
− η(DXDZY − DYDZX,W ) + η(Z,DXDWY − DYDWX)
− η(Z,D[DXW−DWX]Y − D[DYW−DWY ]X)
− η(W,D[DY Z−DZY ]X − D[DXZ−DZX]Y )
− η(η(Z,DY ), η(W,DX)) + η(η(Z,DX), η(W,DY )) . (B.5)
On the other hand – noting that η(DUZ,W ) = η(η(W,DZ), U) – we find
η(LD
L
D
X
Y
Z,W ) = η(DLD
X
Y Z −DZL
D
XY,W ) + η(Z,DWL
D
XY )
= η(D[DXY−DYX]Z,W ) + η(η(W,DZ), η(Y,DX))
− η(DZDXY,W ) + η(DZDYX,W )− η(Y,DZDWX)
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+ η(Z,DWDXY )− η(Z,DWDYX) + η(Y,DWDZX)
+ η(DWY,DZX)− η(DZY,DWX)− η(Y,D[DWZ−DZW ]X) . (B.6)
where we have used η(Z,DWη(Y,DX)) = η(DWY,DZX)+η(Y,DWDZX)−η(Y,DDWZX).
Putting everything together and canceling terms, we arrive at the full expression for the
Jacobiator JD
JD(X, Y, Z,W ) = η([DX ,DY ]Z,W )− η([DX,DZ ]Y,W ) + η([DY ,DZ]X,W )
+ η([DX ,DW ]Y, Z)− η([DY ,DW ]X,Z) + η([DZ ,DW ]X, Y )
− η(Z,D[DXW−DWX]Y ) + η(Z,D[DYW−DWY ]X)
− η(W,D[DY Z−DZY ]X) + η(W,D[DXZ−DZX]Y )
+ η(Y,D[DWZ−DZW ]X)− η(W,D[DXY−DYX]Z)
− η(η(Z,DY ), η(W,DX)) + η(η(Z,DX), η(W,DY ))
− η(η(W,DZ), η(Y,DX)) . (B.7)
In particular we see that all the non-tensorial terms of the form η(DXZ,DWY ) cancel
out. We can now use the definition of the projected Riemann tensor RP , the projected
torsion τP and the twist of the projected derivative θD from Definition 6
RˆP (X, Y, Z,W ) := η([DX ,DY ]Z −D[P (X),P (Y )]Z,W ),
τP (X, Y ) := P ([DXY −DYX ]− [P (X), P (Y )]),
θD(X, Y ) := η(X,DY ).
(B.8)
to express the Jacobiator as
JD(X, Y, Z,W ) = RP (X, Y, Z,W ) +RP (Y, Z,X,W ) +RP (Z,X, Y,W )
−RP (W,Z,X, Y )−RP (W,X, Y, Z)− RP (W,Y, Z,X)
− η(W,∇τP (X,Y )Z)− η(W,∇τP (Y,Z)X)− η(W,∇τP (Z,X)Y )
− η(Z,∇τP (X,W )Y )− η(X,∇τP (Y,W )Z) + η(Y,∇τP (W,Z)X)
+ η(θD(Z,X), θD(W,Y ))− η(θD(Z, Y ), θD(W,X))
− η(θD(Y,X), θD(W,Z)) . (B.9)
B.2 Anchoring and Tensorality of JD
The Jacobiator (Definition 8) is in general a differential operator just as the generalized
Lie derivative L and so it is not tensorial. If we wish to demand that the Jacobiator
vanishes, the tensoriality is of course a necessary condition. In the following, we show
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that the anchoring property
P (LXY ) = [P (X), P (Y )] (B.10)
is another necessary condition and in fact is equivalent to the tensoriality of the Jacobi-
ator. First, we note the following property
LDXY + L
D
YX = Dη(X, Y ), (B.11)
which can be shown by expanding LDX+Y (X + Y ) and using the normalisation condition
η(Y,LDXX) =
1
2
P (Y )[η(X,X)] along with the symmetry of η. Now, let us show that the
JD vanishes only if the (B.10) is satisfied.
Lemma 7. Let L be a projected generalized Lie derivative11 (Definition 7). Then the
anchoring property (B.10) is a necessary condition for the equation JD = 0 to hold.
Proof. Assume JD = 0. Rewriting this using (B.11) and the definition of the Courant
bracket, we get
[LX ,LY ]Z = L[[X,Y ]]DZ +
1
2
LDη(X,Y )Z = 0. (B.12)
The symmetric part of this equation is LDη(X,Y ) = 0, which consequently implies LDfX =
0 for all X and any function f , because we can always write any f ∈ C∞(M) as f =
η(Y, Z) for some vector fields Y and Z. Using this and again (B.11), we get
LXDf + LDfX = Dη(X,Df) = D(P (X)[f ])⇒ LXDf = D(P (X)[f ]). (B.13)
Finally, the statement of the lemma follows from rewriting the metric compatibility of L
and using the above derived properties:
P (X)η(Y,Df) = η(LXY,Df) + η(Y,LXDf)⇔
P (X)[P (Y )[f ]] = P (LXY )[f ] + η(Y,D(P (X)[f ]))⇔
[P (X), P (Y )][f ] = P (LXY )[f ],
(B.14)
since η(Y,D(P (X)[f ])) = P (Y )[P (X)[f ]]. This finishes the proof.
We will now show that the anchoring property is equivalent to the Jacobiator being
tensorial:
Lemma 8. Let L be a projected generalized Lie derivative (Definition 7). Then the
Jacobiator JD is tensorial if and only if the anchoring property (B.10) holds.
11In the following, we will denote LD simply as L to avoid unnecessary cluttering of the expressions.
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Proof. First, we note the “Leibniz-like” properties of L
LX(fY ) = fLXY + P (X)[f ]Y (B.15)
LfXY = fLXY − P (Y )[f ]X + η(X, Y )Df. (B.16)
Using this, we expand
LXLfY Z = LX(fLY Z − P (Z)[f ]Y + η(Y, Z)Df)
= fLXLY Z + P (X)[f ]LYZ − P (Z)[f ]LXY
− P (X)P (Z)[f ]Y + η(Y, Z)LXDf + P (X)η(Y, Z)Df.
(B.17)
Similarly, we find out
LfYLXZ = fLYLXZ − P (LXZ)[f ]Y + η(Y,LXZ)Df
LLX(fY )Z = fLLXYZ − P (Z)[f ]LXY + η(LXY, Z)Df
+ P (X)[f ]LYZ − P (Z)P (X)[f ]Y + η(Y, Z)D(P (X)[f ]).
(B.18)
By combining (B.17) and (B.18), and using the metric compatibility of L, we get
([LX ,LfY ]− LLX(fY ))Z = f([LX ,LY ]− LLXY )Z − ([P (X), P (Z)]− P (LXZ))[f ]
+ η(Y, Z)(LXDf − D(P (X)[f ])). (B.19)
Therefore, the tensoriality of JD(X, Y, Z,W ) in the Y -entry is ensured if and only if
[P (X), P (Z)]− P (LXZ) = 0, (B.20)
LXDf − D[P (X)[f ]] = 0. (B.21)
The first equation is exactly the anchoring property (B.10) and contracting the second
equation with η(W, ·) and using metric compatibility of L reveals that it is equivalent to
the anchoring property as well
η(W,LXDf −D(P (X)[f ])) = P (X)η(W,Df)− η(LXW,Df)− P (W )P (X)[f ]
= ([P (X), P (W )]− P (LXW ))[f ] = 0. (B.22)
This shows that JD is tensorial in the Y -entry if and only if (B.10) holds. The tensoriality
in the X and Z entries is shown by analogous calculation while the tensoriality in the W
entry follows directly from the definition of JD.
We have shown above that the tensoriality is equivalent to (B.10). Moreover, the
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anchoring itself has some strong implications. First, it implies the that L = ImP is an
integrable distribution, which follows directly from the Frobenius integrability condition,
[P (X), P (Y )] ⊂ L. Second, it implies that the projected torsion τP (X, Y ) vanishes. This
can be seen from the definition of the projected generalized Lie derivative and the fact
that the twist θD is valued in L˜ = KerP
τP (X, Y ) = P ([DXY − DYX ]− [P (X), P (Y )])
= P (DXY − DYX + θD(Y,X)− [P (X), P (Y )]) (B.23)
= P (P (LXY )− [P (X), P (Y )]) .
Therefore if we require tensoriality of the Jacobiator and the isotropy of L˜ the expres-
sion(B.9) simplifies to
JD(X, Y, Z,W ) = RP (X, Y, Z,W ) +RP (Y, Z,X,W ) +RP (Z,X, Y,W )
−RP (W,Z,X, Y )− RP (W,X, Y, Z)− RP (W,Y, Z,X).
(B.24)
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